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This book is an insight into what most have no way of seeing.

In a sense it is a pair of eyes.

		

When	we	ask	one	another,

How are things ?	

our	reply	is.

a	feeling	founded	on.

what	we	know.

	

When	we	answer,

Not too bad,

that’s	what.

we	mean	since.

that’s	what	we	believe.

to	be	true.

			

What you are about to see.

may prompt an altogether different response. 

It may shake something inside you ? 

This project has been a sixteen-year journey to some of those unseen places  .

The	pictures	inside	show	what	might	never	return.	

What	the	eyes	have	looked	upon	may	be	lost	forever.	

This	book	is	a	tour	through.

several	endangered	life-forms.	

At	present,	most	of	their	outcomes	hang	in	the	balance,

though	for	some	they	hang	by	a	thread.	

[vanishing]	speaks	on	behalf	of	life	despite	man’s	ever-threatening	presence.	

This	body	of	work	offers	nothing	in	the	way	of	answers,

neither	is	it	a	sermon	in	hopes	of	brighter	days.	

No,	its	intent	is	to	pose	that	every-day,	run	of	the	mill	question.	

[vanishing]	gives	those	who	go	about	their	business,

living	their	lives,

a	chance	to.	look	beyond.

their	worlds	and.

into	others.

Perhaps	having	closed.

the	covers	on	this.

uncommon	journey.

people	in	future.

may	respond.

differently	to	that.

question.

that	they	so	often	hear.

and	that	this	book	asks	once	more.		

How are things ?				

for the fate of what might be ...
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I
THE POISONING OF
SOMETHING PRECIOUS

 _ Section  

guyana _ the poisoning of                       
                      something precious
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The metal that glistens.

on your neck,

those nuggets on your ears,

adorning your nose,

and resting on your fingers are there because of  [cyanide] .

			

[cyanide]		leaching	is	the	method	of	choice	to	get	gold	from	ore,

to	lift	away	the	prima	materia.

from	the	rock.

in	which	it	lies.

[cyanide]		even	lifts	gold	too	small	to	be	seen	by	the	naked	eye.	

This  supertoxin  removes everything of worth and leaves nothing  ,  but rock  . 

Healthy	land	poisoned	by		[cyanide]		extends.

outwardly	from	lunar	craters	dug	to	depths	men	normally	don’t	go.

Hundreds	of	workers	scurry	like	ants	in.

these	cavities	blasting		[cyanide]		solution	against	rock,

carrying	ore	heavy	on	their	backs,

wading	in	a	toxic	soup.					

The	gluttony	for	gold	by	mining	companies,

governments	and	financial	institutions	alike	has	reduced	the	value	of	what.

once	set	the	standard	for	currencies	around	the	world	by	a	quarter.	

[cyanide]		and		[GREED].	

has	increased	the	volume	of	this	precious	metal	and	at	the	same	time	cheapened	it.	

Gold will soon become a simple commodity.

sold on television by an over-eager blonde with nice hands  ,
a metal as worthless.

as the ground that cyanide has helped.

leach away to nothing  . 



_ 013 Poisoned earth . Mahdia
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Suffering Cyanide’s Effects . Mahdia
Commercial Gold Mine Workers . Omai
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Poisoned Earth . Mahdia
Gold Minig Camp . Mahdia



_ 021 Poisoned River . Essequibo



_ 023 Gold Buyer Shows a Nugget . Mahdia Mining Camp



					A	Mercedes	leaves	the	town	of	Most	in	the	Czech	Republic.

An	old	woman	sits	looking	out	the	rear	window.

She’s	looking	out	and	crying.

A fine rain falls and the afternoon, like the town, is grey.

It’s grey in the sky,

grey on the ground,

grey in the faces of the people here.

There	is	no	other	color	should	the	sun	even	shine.	

The	woman	looks	about	80.	

Born	perhaps	in	the	early	1920’s.

Then,	Most	had	a	different	name,	a	different	group	of	inhabitants.	

Then,	Most	was	Brüx	and	Northern	Bohemia	was	the	Sudetenland.	

The	Germans	were	once	the	majority	here.	

They	left	this	place	long	ago.

					

Had she lived here in those times  ,  she may have remembered this filthy place as something else  .

There	were	rivers	that	slipped	through	wooded	groves.

and	pastures	where	dairy	herds	dotted	the	farmlands.	

The	land	was	the	yoke,

and	people	were	bound	to	it	and	their	history,

contentedly.	

Green	fields,	clean	water,	sweet	rain.	

Now there is acid rain, oily wet, and the air stinks of sulfur. 

What trees are left stand spindly, stripped bare. 

Not much grows other than the children who grow old before their time.

 

Not much survives  .
		

					A doctrine of social engineering was the cause.	

Forty-five years of force-feeding people their fate altered what was rich into a ruin wholly derelict.

					The	woman	looks	long	and	hard	through	the	greasy	glass	…	her	mouth	slightly	open.	

She’s	slightly	agog.

Rapid	militarization,	heavy	industrialization	and	negligence	has	emptied	Brux	of	its	native	beauty	…	demolished	the	yoke.

The	German	majority	had	no	choice	but	to	leave	and	then	an	iron	curtain	was	drawn	across.

What	had	been	abandoned	was	re-settled	and	the	land	cut	open	and	its	wealth	sucked	out.

				Leaving here, why does the visitor cry ? 

She’s	going	home.	

North,	across	the	border	in	a	Mercedes	bearing	German	license	plates.

She	has	witnessed	first-hand	what	was	done	behind	the	curtain.

Could this once have been her home ? 

Seine Heimat ? 

Did she come to see the memory ?

The place of exiled remembrances ?

Is she crying for what she has seen ?

Or	for	her	history	and	her	family’s	history	and	her	peoples’	history	that	has	been	piled	in	heaps.

Wiped away.

Vanished.								

II
MEMORIES OF THINGS LOST

 _ Section

bohemia _ memories of things lost
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Industrial Landscape
Workers
Industrial Pollution
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One of the Town’s Last Residents
Demolished Town Makes Way for Coal Mining



_ 033 Watching Demolition
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Student Wears Mask as Protection from PollutioN
Respiratory Clinic



_ 037 A painting of what was before



_ 039 Burning Landscape



					Over a period of twelve years what was once the Monte Carlo of the Red Sea became the Stalingrad of the Middle East  . 

Muslims,

Christians and.

Jews.

did this. 

Three	sides	with	one	God—Allah,	The	Almighty,	HaShem.		

					When	you	ask,

Who destroyed Beirut ?

it	wasn’t	the	SAM	rockets	fired	by	the	P.L.O.,

the	Syrian	MIG’s,

the	Katyousha	batteries	used	by	the	Druze	militia	or	the	phosphor	bombs	and	implosion	devices	launched	by	the	Israeli	Defense	Force.	

No.	

When	you	ask	who	did	this,

tell	them	it	was	God.	

God did this. 

God killed Beirut.

Vengeance is mine  ;   I will repay  ,  sayeth the Lord  . 
Romans 21:19. 

III
HEAVEN SENT

 _ Section

beirut _ heaven sent
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_ 043 Place de Martyr



_ 045 Downtown
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Seaside

Downtown



_ 049 Holiday Inn
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Tea House Among the Ruins
Syrian Check Point
driving Downtown





_ 055 Hilton Hotel, Seaside View



IV
TIN MEN

 _ Section

bolivia _ tin men
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Tin once made Bolivia rich.

In	fact,	Bolivian	tin	made	Simon	I.	Patino	one	of	the	10	richest	men	on	earth.	

In	1904,	he	was	crowned	the	King of Tin,	and	reigned	supreme	in	the	mountains	southeast	of	La	Paz.	

There,	he	built	the	town	of	Llallagua	for	the	workers	who	made	him	this	metal	monarch	…	a	place	of	luxury	for	them.

He gave them swimming pools,

a golf course,

theaters,

high schools,

hospitals;

he gave them commerce,

he gave them lives.

The	mines	of	Llallagua	like	the	legend	of	El	Dorado	made	dreams	come	true	for	the	all	king’s	subjects.

The	industry,	like	the	king,	became	a	legend.

					The	revolution	of	1952	overturned	all	that.

The	revolution	that	started	a	half	century	of	corruption,

poor	investment	and	the	metal’s	overwhelming	decline	on	the	world	markets.

left	Llallagua’s	place	of	luxury	and	dreams	in	the	dust.

The king had gone,

leaving	his	chattel	and	lands	to	the	government	bureaucrats,

industrialists	and	financiers	who	staked	their	claim	in	the	country’s	revolving	seat	of	power.

Patino’s	city	in	the	mountains	returned	to	rock	as	the	mines	closed	down	and	ceased	to	be.

					

But what of the workers and their lives ?

What of those who made tin Bolivia’s lifeblood ? 

					

The	fortunate	ones	got	out.

The	others	with	nowhere	to	go	and	no	money	to	leave	remained	behind.	

They	do	so	still	today.	

These	industrial	scavengers	who	toil	in	the	slag	heaps	they	once	made	are	the	palliris.

They	are	serfs	to	the	shit	that	industry	discarded.

They	live	in	the	rock	and	work	with	the	rock	and	handle	and	see	only	rock.

They	make	just	enough	to	linger	in	the	wasteland	and	live	only	to	sift	through	the	past’s	debris	that	the	present	has	forgotten	out	of	hand.	

They	are	barely	in	existence,	barely	able	to	account	for	life.	

The palliris are phantoms  .

					For	the jucos,	the	independent	miners,	stealing	ore	from	the	poorly	run,	state	owned	pits	is	the	trap	they	cannot	escape.	

It	is	their	only	means.

For	them	there	is	opportunity	to	earn	more	than	the	scavenger	palliris	that	rummage	through	the	rubble.

Stealing	makes	them	more,

if	more	describes	something	greater	than	subsistence.

In	the	end,	the	jucos	are	no	different.

What	they	earn	from	their	theft,	they	pay	double	in	jail	time.	

The jucos are phantoms  ,  too  .

					Under	their	plastic	sheets	and	buried	in	rock,the	phantoms	suffer	the	harsh	surroundings.	

They	stumble	about	the	rarified	air	where	hardly	a	living	thing	flies,

walks,

or	crawls,

blending	into	the	grey	that	is	all	around.	

And they wait.

They	wait	for	better	times	to	bring	another	king,

another	Tin	King	to	come	again	and	give	his	tin	men	back	their	lives.		
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Scavenging Through the Tailings
Arrested Mineral Thieves
Arrested Mineral Thieves 
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Tin Mining Town
Abandoned Tin Mine
Palliris, with a Bag of Coca Leaves





_ 067 Miners Wait Outside for their Money



V
TROPICAL TAKE-AWAY

 _ Section

congo _ tropical take-away
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“		A	passenger	called	me	over	…	there	was	a	problem	on	carousel	four.	

It	was	the	afternoon	…

that’s	when	most	West	African	flights	get	in.

As	I	got	there	I	saw	was	blood	streaked	across	everything.

I	mean	everything	was	smeared	in	blood,

all	over	the	bags,	on	the	equipment	…

everything.

We	located	the	suitcase	…	got	it	off	the	carousel,

and	opened	it	up.

Inside, what lay there chopped into eight pieces was an antelope.

The	animal	hadn’t	been	cleaned,

gutted,	or	anything.	

It	looked	like	it	had	been	slaughtered	on	the	runway	and	dumped	in	a	bag.		”		

A British Customs Official  ,  Heathrow Airport  ,  United Kingdom  .

Widespread poaching and the activities of logging companies in the Congo Basin.

are estimated to produce just under 5 million tons of bushmeat (off the bone) per year.

Wildlife cannot survive such relentless slaughter. 

At its rate the mountains of meat being made and traded will leave the region’s wildlife extinct within 15 years.

International Primate Protection League.	



_ 071 Bush Meat Market



_ 073 Dwarf Alligators, Illegal Bush Meat
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Eco Guards On Patrol
Eco Guards with Poachers’ Catch
Poachers’ Confiscated Guns, Nets and Ivory





_ 079 Eco Guards Check Point



_ 081 Searching for Illegal Bush Meat



_ 082 Poachers



_ 085 Gorilla Tracks



VI
WHEN THE CHEMICAL CORRIDOR 
BECAME CANCER ALLEY ... 

 _ Section

louisiana _ when the chemical           
                          corridor
                          became cancer alley ... 
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					Today	Morrisonville’s	cemetery	lies	within	Dow	Chemical’s	chain	link	fences.

Relatives	of	the	dead	require	special	permission	to	visit	what	they	had	free	access	to	before	the	company	took	charge	of	the	land	…	

special	permission	from	the	chemical	plant	that	denies	any	responsibility	for	the	ailments	of	those	citizens	who	lived	there	at	one	time	still	suffer	with.		

It	took	the	citizens	of	the	town	30	years	to	make	the	connection.

Thirty years.

for this.

to all come out in.

tumors,

cancers …

unnatural death.

Thirty	years	is	a	span	of	time	that	before	had	no	name.

Dow	changed	that.	

Today it’s known as  [The Latency Period]  :
the time in which it takes a person to show the physical effects of long term exposure to environmental pollution  .

	

					No	one	lives	in	Morrisonville	anymore,	although,	the	number	of	residents	a	decade	ago	touched	300.	

Three-hundred,	a	church	and	one	cemetery.

That	doesn’t	seem	much	to	anyone	looking	in,	but	then	again,

for	a	town	founded	by	slaves	in	the	late	1700s	that	counts	for	something,or	at	least	it	did.	

It’s	different	today.

		

					Morrisonville.

nestles	beside	the	banks	of	the	Mississippi	River.

where	it	takes	one	of	its	many	meandering,

long,	looping	bends	that	never	quite	make	the	figure	eight.

Morrisonville	is	connected	to	the	slightly	larger	town	of	Plaquemine,

that’s	French	for	persimmon,

a	delicate	fruit	that’s	very	sweet	when	ripe.	

The	succeeding	generations	of	those	slaves	lived	here	self-sufficiently,

growing	their	own	food,	fishing	the	levees,

establishing	themselves	and	their	families’	futures	permanently.	

Life	was	sweet	in	those	days,	sweet	like	a	plaquemine.

					

In	1958,	Dow Chemical	came	to	Morrisonville	and	opened	its	Plaquemine	plant.

With	it,	came	the	spaghetti	systems	of	spigots	and	pipes	needed	to	refine	and	distill	petroleum.	

The company erected 300 foot stacks that sent 100 foot flames “flaring” at all hours, creating daytime in the dead of the night.

Drawn by the promise of cheap overhead,

access to raw materials and the Mississippi for cooling machines and providing a nearby dump,

the company began producing its plastics and other oil-based products.

The state of Louisiana said Dow Chemical would be good for local business.

Morrisonville never saw any of that.

		

					Soon	after	the	plant	opened		[daisies]		appeared.	

Every	home	in	Morrisonville	had	them.

These	weren’t	the	kind	of	flowers	residents	tended	like	they	had	their	crops.

These	weren’t	flowers	at	all.	Daisy	Boxes	were	loud	speakers,

Dow’s	equivalent	of	a	canary	in	a	coal	mine	…

early	warning	devices	installed	by	the	company	should	an	accident	(the	kind	that	killed	thousands	in	Bhopal,	India)	occur.

	

The Daisy Boxes were there to give the townspeople fair warning.

They	were	important	the	company	said.

					The pellets,

liquids and.

powders.

that Dow makes produce other products;

bi-products like,

vinyl acetate,

benzene,

styrene and.

chloroprene along with.

a whole host of other sulphuric chemicals that are.

discharged into the air and.

water on a daily basis. 

Moreover,	the	bi-products	are	injected	underground	inside	the	plant’s	perimeters.

For	the	townspeople.

whose	gardens	backed	up	to	the	plant,

the	millions	of	pounds	of	toxic	releases	per	year.

set	in	motion	something	invisible.

that	would	eventually	come	out:

[The Latency Period] 	was	underway.

					By the late eighties the company began a program of relocation.

In essence  ,  the program was the removal of townspeople from their homes  …   not ordered  …  aided  .
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Dow	offered	money,

incentives	and.

newly	built	residences	in	towns	further	away.

so	that	the	inhabitants	wouldn’t	have	to.

put	up	with	the	industry’s	bangs,	hisses	and	clatter.

In some instances the deals were so sweet people came out with more than they’ d started with.

The	company	was	generous	with	their	promises	of	health	benefits	and.

college	scholarships	for.

those	willing	to	leave-generous	indeed.

As the town started thinning, the cemetery started filling.

			

					Today, only a couple of homes and the church named after preacher Morrison himself remain.

The rest is gone.

Four	years	before	the	arrival	of	Dow,	in	1954,eight	family	run	grocery	stores	were	open	for	business	on	Railroad	Avenue,	now	there’s	one.

The	Dow	Store	is	open	though,	selling	Dow	products	cheaply	to	Dow	employees.

Dow	Chemical	is	the	new	plantation	in	these	parts.

It	took	over	from	the	Diamond	plantation	that	ended	its	work	practices	in	a	time	when	human	liberty	was	much	talked	about	and	later	fought	for.

It	heralded	better	times,	justice	and	equality	for	all.

Dow	is	a	product	of	this	freedom,	acting	freely	towards	those	who	had	no	say	but	had	freedom.		

					

Most regret leaving Morrisonville.

The induced migration hasn’t been what Dow’s pamphleteers had promised. 

A nice home away from home can never replace community and,

money won’t buy back histories,

histories that exist now in memory alone. 

Like	their	ancestors	who	founded	Morrisonville	the	townspeople	have	started	again,	only	this	time	separated	from	their	kin.

					For	Dow	their	migration	policy	has	cost	them	a	fraction	of	what	any	negligence	lawsuit	may	have	been.

The	relocation	program	has	been	a	success.

With	every	house	torn	down	one	less	threat	fell	with	it,	one	less	legal	time	bomb	removed.

					

None	can	say	for	certain	what	has	caused	the	unusually	high	incidence	of	illness	that	has	stricken	the	former	residents	of	Morrisonville.	

There is no connection.

between the various cancers  ,
organ failures and.

respiratory problems.

they suffer.

versus the toxic emissions from the.

chemical plant  .

The fact that there is an entire generation who have grown up never breathing clean air or.

drank uncontaminated water has no medical bearing say Dow’s attorneys.        

					

	A	chemical	consultant	working	for	a	local	citizen’s	action	group	predicts	that	with.

reduced	emissions	and	more	responsible	disposal	methods.

the	families	of	those	who.

built	something	unremarkable	but	certainly	significant	will	one	day	regain	their	health	…	in	a	few	generations.	



_ 091 Basketball Court Next to Chemical Plant . Baton Rouge
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Toxic Waste Area
A razed house in Morrisonville
Road to Dow Chemical Plant





_ 097 A Resident of Morrisonville Stands Where her Home Used
to stand



_ 099 Bird’s-eye-view



VII
NOT EVEN THEIR GOD WAS
STRONG ENOUGH

 _ Section

zimbabwe _ not even their god was  
                          strong enough
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From Rhodesia,Zimbabwe was born.

And	with	it	the	white	African	was	brought	a	step	closer	to	his	end.

For	those	whites	born	under	colonial	rule	to	a	queen	with	an	empire,	their	country	has	long	ceased	to	be.

For	the	subsequent	generation	of	white	Zimbabweans,	their	motherland	has	made	them	refugees.		

					

These stateless,

landless.

leftovers.

of an expired venture.

commenced by their forebears centuries ago.

represent another page.

in the list of human casualties.

For the white Zimbabwean the slow  ,  inevitable restoration of the land to those who were divested of it is betrayal  .

He considers himself an African, a native son.

To his black countrymen he embodies that which should be stripped and sent away.

The	present	has	made	a	mockery	of	the	past	and.

the	white	Zimbabwean	a	castaway	in	the	spirit	of	another	age.	
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A white farmer’s declaration of compliance with Mugabe’s
new land policy
Political Graffiti on Farm House
Tobacco Workers on White Farm
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Farmer in Front of his Barn Burned Down by War Veterans
White Farmer’s House Ransacked by War Veterans
White Farmer Picks Through the Remains of His Ransacked
Home
War Veterans
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Anxious White Farmers
Destroyed Farm
White Farmer’ Destroyed Tobacco Shed
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VIII
LORDS OF THE JUNGLE

 _ Section

ecuador _ lords of the jungle
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•  Texaco History Timeline:

1903. The Texas Company’s third oil well drilled at Sour Lake, Texas, comes in as a gusher, saving the company from bankruptcy.

Lago	Agrio,	meaning	Sour	Lake,	was	the	place	where	Texaco	Oil	first	struck	it	rich.

Lago	Agrio	was	where	the	company	first	exploited	the	Ecuador’s	crude	reserves	and	defiled	its	jungle.

•  ChevronTexaco employees work hard to ensure that our operations around the world.

are managed in a safe and environmentally sound manner.

The	company,	it	has	been	widely	alleged,	spilled	16.8	million	gallons	of	oil.

(one	and	a	half	times	that	of	the	Exxon	Valdez).

from	ruptured	pipelines,	discharged	19	billion	gallons	of	highly	toxic	water	into	waterways	and	the	soil,

conducted	massive	deforestation,	and	left	more	than	600	toxic	pits	uncovered.

•  Texaco Webpage-Current Issues: Diversity.

Texaco, now a subsidiary of ChevronTexaco,has a strong commitment to creating and maintaining a workplace that.

operates on the fundamental principle of respect for the individual, and where employees are treated fairly without regard to race, religion, 

color, national origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, veteran status or position within the company.

The	[indigenous]	Cofan,	who	in	1971—

when	ChevronTexaco	first	began	operations	on	their	land-numbered	15,000,	have	seen	their	population	in	the	area	fall	to	less	than	300.

•  “There has never been made any credible, scientific evidence to support the allegations made,”

said Chris Gildez,

a ChevronTexaco spokesman on the.

Texaco Pollution Law Suit. 

“The plaintiffs have offered as evidence only pseudoscience.”

…	a	1987	study	by	the	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency	found	that	small	wells	that	dumped	no	more	than	100	barrels	of	waste	water	a	day	into.	

streams	could	slightly	increase	the	risk	of	cancer	among	local	residents.	

This	was	the	case	in	the	U.S.		In	the	Amazon,

Texaco	was	dumping	up	to	100,000	barrels	of	waste-water	a	day—1000	times	more.

•  Texaco: About Texaco:  Fast Facts-What We Support.

Texaco has a long history of supporting both national and local programs.

in the communities where we do business. 

These include a wide range of educational,

environmental,

social and.

health care initiatives.

“We	can’t	keep	living	like	worms	in	oil.”	Secoya Indian leader Elias Piyahuaje.

•  Texaco in Ecuador: Legal Archives.

On May 30, 2001, Judge Jed Rakoff of the U.S. District Court in New York dismissed the lawsuits against Texaco. 

In his ruling, Judge Rakoff noted,

“Because Texaco has carried its burden on every element of the motion,

and because the record establishes overwhelmingly that these cases have everything to do with Ecuador and.

nothing to do with the United States.”

Texaco	maintains	that	its	only	involvement	in	Ecuadorian	oil	development	was	through	‘indirect	investment’	in	its	subsidiary	TexPet.	

However,	depositions	by	witnesses	for	the	plaintiffs	have	proved	that.

all	the	important	decisions	regarding	the	operation	of	the	oil	project	were	made	at	the	Texaco	headquarters	in	White	Plains,	New	York.	

This	includes	the	decision	to	use	unlined	waste	pits	for	production	water.	

Even	expenses	as	low	as	$5,000	had	to	be	approved	at	the	U.S.	headquarters.

•  Texaco in Ecuador: 21 Oct 2003 Press Release-Summary of ChevronTexaco Response to Ecuador Law Suit.

There is no basis for the suit since no evidence has been presented that ChevronTexaco caused any damage to the plaintiffs.

Vincente	Alban	works	a	small	piece	of	land	right	next	to	a	toxic	pit.

It	was	“cleaned”	only	last	week	by	one	of	Texaco’s	subcontractors.

The	cleanup	consisted	of	filling	the	pit	with	earth	that	flooded	Alban’s	land	with	crude	oil	and	toxic	water.	

“All	the	water	in	this	town	is	contaminated,”	says	Alban.	

Only	rainwater	is	drinkable	here.		It’s	collected	in	old	Texaco	oil	drums.



_ 119 Workers Cleaning Up Oil Spill in Oriente



_ 121 Contaminated Lake in Ecuador’s Ravaged Oriente



_ 122 Oil Spill



_ 125 Cleanup Workers Carrying Oil to an Open Dump



_ 127 Ravaged Rainforest
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				“			I work for HSBC, the world’s largest banking organization in Bangalore, India.

I am a call center representative.

I have an Indian name but HSBC has given me a western one to use.

When people across the United States ask me who I am, I tell them Lindy.  

     We are briefed each day on American cultural facts —

television, 

music,

film, and.

sports.

And we are instructed to use these topical details when talking with customers.

It makes them feel comfortable.

A speech instructor has neutralized my accent so that anyone listening thinks I’m from where they’re from.

Recently, I had a customer tell me about the weather in Phoenix, Arizona.

I live in Bangalore and have an accent that comes from nowhere, and I’ve never been to America.  ”

					A	new	dynamic	has	come	about	in	the	business	world,

one	that	distances	production	and	service	from	those	who	control	and	price	the	product.

The	burgeoning	call	centers	throughout	India	are	the	testaments	to	this	brave	new	creation.

In	Bangalore	and	Hyderabad,

Indian	college	graduates	man	the	telephones	of	multi-national	corporations.

answering	calls	from	customers	in	Europe	and	the	United	States.	

Banking,

computer-technical	support	and.

credit	card	companies.

now	employ	workers	who	come	cheaper	than	those	in	the	countries.

where	the	products	or	services	are	sold.	

A	call	center	operator	in	the	United	States	earns	$30,000	per	year.	

In	India	it’s	$5,000.

				

	The era of  [people as interchangeable components]  in the system of manufacture is here  . 

Humans are capital.  



_ 131 Anarchist Battling Riot Police
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_ 135 Protesters burn barricades against police



_ 137 Protesters hold a banner outside the conference



_ 138 Delegate Enters World Trade Organization Conference
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			“		In	2002,	I	spent	a	month	in	Belareus.

There,	I	traveled	to	the	region	known	as	Gomelskaya	and	spent	a	week	observing	this	cut	of	land	that	received.

more	radioactive	fall	out	from	Chernobyl’s	nuclear	catastrophe	than	anywhere	else.

In	2002	the	average	level	of	radioactivity	in	Gomelskaya	exceeded	the	norm	by	200	times.

It	had	been	over	a	decade	and	a	half	since	the	disaster	took	place.

			

Each day we were given permission to enter		[the zone]	.

[the zone]		is the closed strip along the power plant’s perimeter, in Ukraine, flanking the borders of Belarus.

It was forbidden to stay there for more than eight hours at a time.

And to this restriction was added no eating of anything and drinking only water from closed bottles. 

		

	Entering	the		[the zone]		,		whatever	preconceptions	I	might	have	had	of	a	horribly	mutated	post-apocalyptic	landscape	immediately	disappeared.

Here	was	something	altogether	different.

			

With man’s influence having been removed entirely for the last 16 years, nature had not only prospered,

it had taken back what had been built on Nature had devoured human civilization.

Trees	shot	through	houses,	their	limbs	lifting	the	very	roofs	off	the	structures	themselves.

A village sank into wild vegetation.

Rivers,	once	again,	flowed	along	their	natural	courses	finding	their	original	beds.

Chairs	sat	in	trees	several	meters	off	the	ground	carried	up	simply	for	having	had	something	sprout	beneath.

In	the	middle	of	a	road	lay	a	gynecological	chair.

It	had	been	de-fenestrated	by	a	wild	bush	that	now	occupied	a	doctor’s	practice	entirely.

Everything	appeared	healthy	and	strong.

Nature’s	convincing	return	showed	that	man	was	in	fact	its	most	dangerous	threat.

It	was	clear	that	were	man	to	leave	nature	alone,	nothing	could	endanger	it,	not	even	a	nuclear	disaster.	

			

The	Belarusian	government	had	begun	implementing	a	limited	agricultural	program	in	the	outer	zone.

Whilst	there,	I	saw	tractors	plough	the	contaminated	fields.

The	government’s	logic	was	to	grow	crops	only	for	animal	feed.

The radioactive feed that would be eaten by cows would contain radioactive Iodine 131 and.

Strontium that would deposit themselves in their bones;

however, the third material, Cesium 137, would dissipate from the animal after 90 days, resulting in meat fit for human consumption.

Using bones for soup, though, was forbidden. Bones were contaminated. They were poisoned.

			

What	farmers	would	most	complain	about	was	the	dust	that	blew	around	the	fields	whilst	they	ploughed.

It	is	a	fine	dust	from	the	surface	of	the	soil	and	is	the	most	contaminated	element	that	sits	on	the	ground	and	hangs	in	the	air	once	it’s	stirred.

Tractor	cabins	are	now	in	the	process	of	being	hermetically	sealed	to	prevent	further	inhalation	of	this	radioactive	substance.	

			

We	had	searched	for	people	who	had	returned	to	the	restricted	area.

Eventually,	we	found	some:	an	old	grandmother	and	grandfather	who	lived	in	one	of	the	evacuated	villages.

“Well, that government of ours makes a big deal out of it all!”

said	the	old	man.

“Nothing smells, things don’t taste bad, you can’t even see it … so how can it be bad?”

A young scientist accompanying us measured the radiation in the old couple‘s garden.

It was 160 times higher than anywhere else he’d been that day.

The couple ate the vegetables from their garden, drank the milk from their cow and the old man smoked the bark off the trees which grew all.

around. They were over 70, they said, and experienced no pain and felt extremely happy.

We gave the old man $20 to run to town and buy vodka.

In Belarus, a modern myth had come about since the nuclear disaster. 

“Harilka vyvodit radiyatsiyu.”

Vodka	will	make	the	radiation	go	away.

Following	the	nuclear	inferno	the	Soviet	Government	handed	out	double	rations	of	vodka	to	those	living	closest	to	the	burning	power	plant.

			

We’d	had	a	guide	helping	us	during	our	stay	in		[the zone]		.	He	would	interpret	and	knew	his	way	around	the	place.

At	the	time	of	the	explosion	he	had	been	a	conscript	in	the	military	and	as	a	result.

been	assigned	the	task	of	transporting	the	contaminated	soil	from	the	worst	affected	areas	of	the	country.

His	assingment	had	taken	one	month.

He was 35 but looked 50.	And	had	heart	problems.

Out	of	the	40	conscripts	working	along	side	our	guide	in	those	first	months,	less	than	half	were	alive.

He	had	said	pinning	his	colleagues	deaths	as	well	as	his	health	problems	to	radioactivity	wasn’t	easy.

One colleague had died from a heart attack  ,  another a stroke  .  One had liver failure  ,  another cancer  .  But none of them died explicitly through radiation  .   

		

	If you didn’t know about the staggering incidence of cancer in this place,

of the abnormally high infertility here,

that the women from Gomelskaya had to lie about where they’d fled from so as not to lose their partners …

who wants a woman who in all likelihood will only bear handicapped children?

If	I	hadn’t	heard	the	stories	from	these	radioactive	refugees	telling	of	the	abuse	they	suffered	by	being	made	to	feel	like.

lepers	from	people	living	in	other	parts.

If	I	didn’t	know	this,	then		[the zone]		was	a	paradise	where	nature	had	won	a	great	victory	over	mankind.

Where	trees,	bushes	and	grass	had	smothered	everything	man-made	for	centuries	yet	to	come.

If	I	didn’t	know	what	man	had	suffered	because	of	himself,

I’d	have	to	say	he’d	deserved	it.		”

Marek Dusak — Czech documentary filmmaker.



_ 145 Cleanup Engineer Heading Towards Radioactive 
Cemetery (burial ground for contaminated tanks and 
heavy equipment)
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Contol Room, Chernobyl Reactor no. 3
Man Dying of Cancer in a Village Bordering THE Forbidden 
Zone
Boy with Radioactive Milk
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The Effects of Radioactive Exposure
Amusement park in the abandoned city of Prypiat
Abandoned Apartment . Prypiat





_ 155 Former residents of the radioactive town of Prypiat are 
given one hour to visit their abandoned homes



_ 157 Thyroid Cancer Operation . Kiev
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Some say you can ’ t get blood out of a stone  .
Angola ’ s diamonds say different  .

	

					Jonas	Savimbi,	the	leader	of	Angola’s	once	American-backed	UNITA	rebel	forces,

fought	a	quarter	century	long	civil	war	with	the	profits	made	from	selling	these	gems.

These were the mineral wars.  

					

At	one	time	UNITA’s	illegal	diamond	trade	was	estimated	at	$1,000,000	a	day.	

The stones bought thousands of guns, scores of tanks and millions of anti-personnel mines. 

Mines are the perfect soldier — never sleeping, never off-target, and, like diamonds became the gifts that kept on giving.

Seventy thousand Angolans alone were maimed by land mines.

Those killed by them double that. 

						It takes between 11 to 35 pounds (5 to 16kg) of pressure.

to detonate a mine.

      The initial blast tears the foot apart,

causing the foot and toes to peel away from the leg.

      The blast forces dirt,

bits of shoe,

mine fragments,

bone and tissue.

to be driven deep up.

into what remains.

of the leg,

the genitalia and torso.

      

 The outer skin returns into place and hides.

the full extent of the damage.

      Victims rarely make it out of the mine field alive.

They die in agony where they lie.  

					

	Over half are women and children.

						A	victim	remembers,

“I	lay	there.	

I	was	bleeding	everywhere.	

I	had	blood	in	my	mouth.	

I	looked	down	and	saw	my	foot	next	to	my	leg.	

I	reached	down	and	tried	putting	it	back	on	but	it	kept	falling	off.	

I	tried	again	and	again.	It	wouldn’t	stay.”

					In	1986	Savimbi	visited	the	White	House.

President	Ronald	Reagan	described	him	as	Africa’s greatest Freedom-fighter.

What	diamond	customers	around	the	world	were	buying	in.

dollars,	pounds,	francs	and	Dutch	guilders.

had	already	been	paid	for.

with	the	amputated	limbs	and	lives	of	Angolans.	

Some say you can ’ t get blood out of a stone  .
Angola ’ s diamonds say different  .

	

“		Conflict	diamonds	have	been	used	by	rebel	groups	in	Africa	to.

finance	their	atrocities	committed	on	civilian	populations.

and	their	insurrections	against	internationally	recognized	governments.		”		

President.

George W. Bush.

 April 26th,

2004,

upon signing new legislation.

to curb the.

illegal trade in.

blood.

diamonds.



_ 161 No Man’s Land . UNITA Territory
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Illegal Miner Carries his Sieve . UNITA Territory
Hundreds of Illegal Diamond Miners . UNITA Territory
Illegal Diamond Mine . UNITA Territory





_ 167 Sifting for Diamonds . UNITA Territory



_ 169 A Diamond Buyer . UNITA Territory



_ 171 Wounded by Mines, Former Government Soldiers . Luanda
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the caspian sea _ in the face of             
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•  Mare Hyrcanium, or Khazar Sea.

•  Largest body of inland water in the world.

• Size:	144,000	sq	mi	(373,000	sq	km).		

•  700 miles long.

•  Maximum depth:	3,200ft	(980m).

•  Caspian surface lies 92 ft (28m) below sea level.

•  Borders:	Kazakhstan	(NE),	Turkmenistan	(SE),	Iran	(S),	Azerbaijan	(SW)	and	Russia	(NW).

•  The eyes of the Western oil driven economies look upon this body of water.

Home	to	some	of	the	largest.hydrocarbon	reserves	in	the	world	yet	to	be	tapped.

Contains	a	proven	supply	of	oil	measured	between	10-32	billion	barrels.		

Contains	a	possible	supply	of	oil	estimated	at	233	billion	barrels.		

•  By 2040 its oil deposits will be one of the last remaining on earth.

•  “Oil feeds the artery of the life of the Crusader nation.”	—	Al Qaeda.



_ 175 Oil Field . Baku
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Oil Field Worker . Baku
Soviet Monument . Seaside
Polluted Caspian Sea
Oil Pumping Station . Caspian Sea
Oil Worker, Oil Rocks . Caspian Sea  







_ 183 Oil lying on the surface of the sea prevents evaporation 
and hence floods the land
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BLACK MARKET, BLACK GOLD
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azerbaijan _ black market, black gold
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					To the connoisseur it is  [black gold]  .

One	hundred	and	seventy-five	dollars	per	ounce	or	5	teaspoons	full.

					The	demand	for	Beluga	caviar	is	described	as	infinitely	inelastic. 

No matter the price,

Beluga will be served. 

Inelastic demand guarantees supply.  

And inelastic demand will suck the Caspian Sea dry of its most prestigious commodity.  

					

Beluga is not a luxury;

it’s status —

those with.

the economic power.

will eat.

black gold.

until there is.

none left. 

Nothing	compares	to	Beluga	caviar	—	nothing	can	take	its	place.



_ 187 Caviar poachers hold a sturgeon at the black market
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Thirty years of civil war has.

reduced Cambodia’s.

tropical rainforests,

once covering 70% of the country’s landmass,

to an estimated 30%.

Between 1975 and 1986, Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge cut down between 10-20 million dollars a month in illegal timber. 

In	1975,	one	AK-47	in	Cambodia’s	Phnom	Penh	cost	1,000	Thai	baht	($25)	…	one	bullet	5	baht	(10¢).

In	1975,	Pol Pot	began	his	purification	of	Cambodian	society.	

[Year Zero]  was to be the beginning of his utopian dream  . 

That	year	an	estimated	2	million	people	were	liquidated	through	ill-treatment,

over-work	and	execution	by	25	dollar	guns	and	dime-a	pop	bullets.	

Most victims were disposed of in huge expanses of arable land. These became known as the  [killing fields]  .

Between	1975	and	1986	the	weapons.

that	were	bought	through	the	process	of	illegal	logging.

helped	bring	about	a	genocide.

that	wiped	away	one	quarter	of	the	country’s	population.		

From	1986	to.

present	day.

the	ecological.

massacre.

goes	on.	

Cambodian wood is used in the manufacture of patio furniture. 

A Waikiki sun lounger made of Balau wood costs £49.95 ($90.00). 

Nice on the patio,

lovely in the garden,

perfect for.

the killing fields.



_ 191 Destroyed Rainforest



_ 193 Former Khmer Rouge Soldier Carries Chinese B40 Grenade 
Launcher



_ 195 Illegal Timber is Transported Away



_ 197 Slash and Burn



_ 199 Wooden planks on the border of Thailand
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Infamous S-21 Prison in Phnom Penh
Photos of Khmer Rouge Prisoner . Phnom Penh
Killing Fields





_ 205 Child Beggar . Ankgor Wat
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WARSCAPES
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War prosecutes  [the land]  ,  and  [the land]  yields but for a moment  .  

Faces	peer	through	shards	of	window	in	buildings	battered	and	bombed.	Liberated	people	can’t	quite	seewhat	freedom.	really	looks	like,

but	stars	and	stripes	and	union	jacks	all	paint	a	pretty	picture.						

				

	Through		shock and awe,	blast	and	quake,	a	culture	is	bled	then	swallowed	whole.	

The	ground	has	ceased	to	rumble	from	the	laser-guided	storm.		

					

The	Nemesis	has	dealt	its	blow	in	its	theatre	of	operations.	

The	second	act	will	soon	commence	once	the	dead	are	dragged	from	center	stage.	

					

War prosecutes  [the land]  ,  and  [the land]  yields in defense of those it keeps  .  
				

	Trenches	deep	with	burning	oil	send	signals:	“stay	away!”		The	fuel-injected	infantries	won’t	stop	for	pity	sake.	

Their	orders	are	to	come,	come	and	keep	on	coming	until	the	dictator’s	heavy	hand	has	lost	his	iron	grip.		

				

 Justice is what the invaders believe. 

All men are created equal. 

Thou shalt not kill they say in church. 

And   In God We Trust   their money reads. 

And still they come.

for those are their orders: come,

come and keep on coming. 

				

 War prosecutes  [the land]  ,  and  [the land]  yields to its mutilation  .  
    

 Tread and half-track leave scars where sheep grazed and children played.

Under	a	wall	the	out-matched	defender	lays	buried.

His	arm	juts	from	the	rubble;	his	wrist-watch	continues	to	tick.			

					

Civilians	flee	in	single	file	away	towards	infinity.	

Women	wearing	only	black	billow	out	their	homes.	Families	torn	from	neighborhoods	hold	what	their	arms	can	carry.	

Their	broken	hearts	and	memories	cannot	bear	a	thing.	

War prosecutes  [the land]  ,  and  [the land]  continues  .  
    

Sand will repair the wounds,

the gouges left by bombs. 

Sand will absorb the blood from the clash of civilizations. 

Telegraph poles and pylons will reach from out ofthe desert towards His smoked-filled heavens. 

				

	And	with	time	all	things	will	clear.	When	the	liberators	have	left	and	lost	their	minds.	

When	orphans	have	learned	to	hate	blue-eyes.	When	politics	is	again	in	knots.	

When	similar	crusades	for	similar	reasons	have	been	waged	insimilar	somewheres.	

and	when	profit	has	been	made	and	spent	and	made	again.	When	this	has	been	done	and	done	to	death.	

When there’s no one left to kill. 

There ’ ll be the most beautiful silence that ’ s never before been heard  ,
and  [the land]  will finally breathe  .  

iraq _ warscapes
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Tank Treads, Fleeing Iraqis . Basra
Mosaic of Saddam Hussein
Mother searches for Dead son
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Siege of Basra
Iraqi Trenches
Road to Basra





_ 217 Siege of Basra



_ 219 Scattered oil barrels lie in pieces
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HOMEGROWN FEAR
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new york city _ homegrown fear
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Terror comes in colors:

yellow,

orange.

and	red,

and	we	are	checked.

and	re-checked.

again.	

Suspicion is an act of patriotic duty  .

A look,

a glance,

voices turned to.

whispers.

People	gather	themselves,	clutch	at	their	presence,	afraid	of	the	slightest	attention.

If you see something irregular,

report it. 

If you hear something strange,

phone it in. 

If you’re having impure thoughts,

dial 911. 

Police	stand	watch	at	bridges	and	tunnels,	National	Guard	at	airports,	rail	and	subways.	

Their	weapons	soothing	re-assurances,	reminders	we	are	safe	from	…	?		

			

It’s been sown in our minds, homegrown in our heads: people want to harm us.  

				

A	Sikh	was.

murdered.

in	Mesa,

Arizona.	

Folks.

thought	he.

was.

Al-Qaeda.
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Statue of Liberty
Wall Street
Wall Street





_ 227 New York CITY



_ 228 Grand Central Station



_ 231 Grand Central Station



_ 233 Entrance to Mayor’s Residence
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